TOWN OF BROOKFIELD
WPCA

BROOKFIELD, CT 06804
January 31, 2022

To:
CC:
From:
Re:

Tara Carr, First Selectman
Board of Selectman
Brookfield WPCA, Nelson Malwitz, Chairman
Sewer Proposal for Brookfield Market Area – ARPA Request: $652,000

This is a revised proposal for the use of ARPA funds for adding sewers to the Brookfield Market area to
serve nine properties. This is an important historical area with a rich history within the Town Center
District, which continues be an area of heavy investment. The cost of installing sewers in this area east
of Federal Road is still too high for the properties to shoulder. The first serious look at this issue was a
complete design in 1997, but the project was abandoned at that time due to cost.
The ask by the WPCA to the Town of Brookfield (TOB) is to partially fund the cost of a Brookfield Market
area sewer system that crosses over the Still River on the Route 25 bridge to connect to the main system
on Federal Road. This routing has been agreed to by the CT DOT.
Why should the TOB, and not the WPCA, sponsor this project?
The Brookfield Market is an historical area that serves the whole town. It is deemed unfair by WPCA
Commissioners that the subset of Brookfield sewer customers should sponsor sewer infrastructure for
this Four Corners area which will benefit the entire town.
Are there other features and benefits for completing this project?
The Brookfield Department of Health and Town Sanitarian have urged sewering this area as a matter of
Environment, Health, and Safety. The recommendation letter is that Brookfield town leaders address
the issue is attached. It seems there is some responsibility on the Town to respond.
Has the WPCA designed the lowest cost option?
Several engineering options were recently explored in depth. The best option has only two (2) pump
stations that will be managed by the WPCA. The cost is higher than originally expected, in part, because
of the rudimentary electrical service in the area. A detailed value-engineering review was completed this
month. The reduced construction cost calculation of $710,600 is attached. The total project will be an
estimated $825,000 that includes $104,400 in construction engineering and easement costs. Separately,
about $70,000 in design engineering is already spent to get to this point. The thinking is that this cost
and project inspection fees will be absorbed by the WPCA enterprise as a measure of good will.
How will the total cost of $825,000 be covered?
The Connecticut General Statues specify that a Benefit Assessment cannot exceed the increase in the
value that the availability of public sewer adds to the property. Courts have settled that this is about
10% of the Grand List Value.
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If each of the nine properties is assessed at 10% of the Grand List Value, the upper limit, a total of
$265,000 will be raised. That amounts to a short fall of $560,000. Consequently, a minimum grant of
$560,000 is requested.
If the sewer project total cost is $825,000 how are the upfront costs sponsored?
This would normally be covered by a Bond Anticipation Note (BAN). Then, eventually the project cost
would be rolled into a 20-year bond. However, if the Town agreed to sponsor the $560,000 shortfall cost
from an ARPA grant, the remaining $265,000 will normally be bonded. But another way of borrowing
this relatively small amount could be considered. If the ARPA grant is not awarded for whatever reason,
the WPCA will ask the Town to participate in paying off the full town portion by participating in the bond
payments at about $36,000 per year for a 20-year bond.
Does the Town pay for sewers in any other special areas?
Yes, the town paid for sewer infrastructure on each of the four schools. Currently only WMS is actively
paying a Benefit Assessment to share the cost of a 20-year bond. Of course, each school pays usage fees
as does each connected commercial and residential property.
Can the Brookfield Market area properties afford this?
The affected properties are facing high bills to redo their aged septic systems. The Benefit Assessment is
a comparable or perhaps lower cost. However, the historically important Brookfield Craft Center (BCC)
as a non-profit is a financially challenged property. Therefore, this request is to have a portion of the
ARPA grant cover the BCC Benefit Assessment estimated at $92,000. That brings this total ask for ARPA
funds to $652,000 for this project.
What is the current status of the Brookfield Market Area project?
This project is “shovel-ready” waiting on a favorable ruling from the Board of Selectman and Board of
Finance to participate in the financing. The necessary detailed civil and electrical engineering is
completed and forms the basis for the cost estimates and grant request amounts. A bid package is being
prepared. It can be put out for bid in the first quarter of 2022.
A discussion of how the ARPA funds apply to this proposal is provided below. It includes language to
sponsor water and sewer infrastructure projects unrelated to Covid-19. In a recent Zoom presentation
by the State, CT WPCAs have expressed disappointment that ARPA fund requests for sewer projects
have not been granted by Connecticut Towns as intended by ARPA due to the press of other requests.
The ask of the Brookfield WPCA is that this request for financing sewer infrastructure is favored as
anticipated by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021.
Respectfully,

Nelson Malwitz
Chairman, Brookfield WPCA
Attachments:

Exhibit A: Brookfield Health Department Letter
Exhibit B: This proposal fit to ARPA guidelines
Exhibit C: Brookfield Market Proposed Area Sewer System Cost Summary
Exhibit D: Schematic Map
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Exhibit A

Exhibit B
How does this sewer proposal fit into the ARPA grant guidelines?
The ARPA explicitly includes infrastructure if it is “necessary” and in water, sewer, or broadband1. This
category of eligible uses is not pandemic-related. Also, the rules specifically do not include contributions
to rainy day funds, financial reserves, or similar funds. The funds must be used for real projects.
The Interim Final Rule2 outlines eligible uses within each category, allowing for a broad range of
necessary investments in projects that improve access to clean drinking water, improve wastewater and
stormwater infrastructure systems, and provide access to high-quality broadband service. Necessary
investments are designed to provide an adequate minimum level of service and are unlikely to be made
using private sources of funds. Necessary investments include projects that are required to maintain a
level of service that, at least, meets applicable health-based standards, …
Understanding that State, local, and Tribal governments have a broad range of water and sewer
infrastructure needs, the Interim Final Rule provides these governments with wide latitude to identify
investments in water and sewer infrastructure that are of the highest priority for their own
communities, which may include projects on privately-owned infrastructure.
The types of projects eligible for CWSRF3 assistance include projects to construct, improve, and repair
wastewater treatment plants, control non-point sources of pollution, improve resilience of
infrastructure to severe weather events, create green infrastructure, and protect waterbodies from
pollution.
Excerpts on small businesses and non-profits (Specifically the Brookfield Craft Center)
… several types of uses that would be responsive to the impacts of the COVID-19 public health
emergency, including assistance to households, small businesses, and nonprofits and aid to impacted
industries, such as tourism, travel, and hospitality.4
State, local, and Tribal governments may provide assistance to small businesses to adopt safer operating
procedures, weather periods of closure, or mitigate financial hardship resulting from the COVID-19
public health emergency, including: Loans or grants to mitigate financial hardship such as declines in
revenues or impacts of periods of business closure, for example by supporting payroll and benefits costs,
costs to retain employees, mortgage, rent, or utilities costs, and other operating costs …5
Aid may be considered responsive to the negative economic impacts of the pandemic if it supports
businesses, attractions, business districts, and Tribal development districts operating prior to the
pandemic and affected by required closures and other efforts to contain the pandemic. For example, a
recipient may provide aid to support safe reopening of businesses in the tourism, travel, and hospitality
industries and to business districts that were closed during the COVID- 19 public health emergency, as
well as aid for a planned expansion or upgrade of tourism, travel, and hospitality facilities delayed due
to the pandemic.6

1

https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/FRF-Interim-Final-Rule.pdf: Page 42
Ibid: Page 62
3
Clean Water State Revolving Fund: https://www.epa.gov/cwsrf
4
https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/136/FRF-Interim-Final-Rule.pdf: Page 10
5
Ibid: Page 34
6
Ibid: Page 36-37
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Exhibit C
Financial Summary
How will the total cost of $825,000 be covered?
The property connections to the common pump stations amounts to $225,600. The cost of all
the common costs including Construction Engineering and Legal is $599,400. If each property is
assessed at 10% of the Grand List value, the upper limit, a total of $265,000 will be raised,
$560,000 short of what is needed. See the chart below:
Brookfield Market Sewer Project Financial Summary
Costs
Connect Nine (9) Properties
Cost of Common Elements

$225,600
$485,000
$710,600
$114,400
$825,000

Subtotal Construction:
Construction Engineering & Legal
Total Project:
Funding Sources
Properties at 10% GLV ($2,592,000)
Grant Request for Excess Common Costs
Total Project Revenue

$265,000
$560,000
$825,000

Additional Grant Request – Brookfield Craft Center
Total Funding ARPA Request

$92,000
$652,000

Why now?
The property owners are improving the area, a plus for Brookfield. But they are severely limited
by the challenge of being unable to build code-compliant septic systems close to the Still River. It
is understood that it is difficult to get agreement for the Town to add another project increasing
to the general obligations of the Town. However, the calculus is changed with the American
Rescue Plan with funds received in 2021.
In response to the Coronavirus pandemic, the recent American Rescue Plan allocates $45.6
billion to metro cities and $19.5 billion to communities with fewer than 50,000 residents. The
Treasury will distribute the funds to the States within 60 days of the bill’s signing (May 10,
2021) and states will then have 30 days to distribute the funds to the smaller cities (June 9,
2021).
Half of the funds will be distributed immediately, and the remaining half will be distributed a
year later. The funds can be used for several specific purposes, they can be used to “make
investments in water, sewer, or broadband infrastructure.” This funding will be available
imminently. 1, 2

1

https://www.westonandsampson.com/american-rescue-plan-funding/
https://home.treasury.gov/news/featured-stories/fact-sheet-the-american-rescue-plan-will-deliver-immediateeconomic-relief-to-families
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